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Business Accelerator

Berny Dohrmann is an internationally recognized capital strategist, revenue accelerator, and 
economic innovator.  He is the Founder and Chairman of CEO Space International, the world’s 
leading small business incubator having touched over 300,000 business owners in more than 100 
countries.  Under Dohrmann’s leadership CEO Space has grown into a mega week long intensive 
and trade show that services hundreds to thousands of small business owners at each conference 
five times a year; utilizing proprietary networking and teaching techniques that accelerates 
attendees’ abilities to grow their business through capital raising strategies, business growth 
intensives, and demonstrating the power of collaboration.  intensives, and demonstrating the power of collaboration.  

Dohrmann is one of the early adopters and prominent practitioners of cooperative capitalism.  A 
belief system he’s helped to mold which focuses on highlighting the most positive aspects of 
capitalism, eliminating the hyper emphasis on the competitive nature of it, and infusing a social 
conscious approach in developing economic systems.  Dohrmann believes that by getting CEO’s 
to collaborate the economy will grow faster, more jobs will be created, and America’s best days 
will be ahead.  While the CEO Space International community has been the main laboratory for this 
trending economic philosophy; recently, Dohrmann has become very active in shaping legislation 
ththrough the Jobs Act, specifically looking at crowd funding for small businesses.  

Another passion for Dohrmann is education.  He is the inventor of “Super Teaching” which debut 
at CEO Space International and now is being utilized in public schools.  Additionally, he has been 
instrumental in helping the University of Alabama Huntsville in developing a world leading 
Entrepreneur Degree program.    

Dohrmann is known as the coach of coaches advising CEO’s in the largest industries, heads of 
state, and celebrity thought leaders with relationships over the last 20 years that have included 
Jack Canfield of Chicken Soup, Bob Proctor and Lisa Nichols stars of The Secret, John Gray of 
Men Are From Mars, Women Are From Venus fame, renowned international speaker Les Brown 
and many other celebrities and adviser coaches.  

MMr. Dohrmann operated for many years as Chairman of publically traded investment banking firms 
conducting billions of dollars of business in over fourteen countries.  He is the author of several 
books and a key influence on his life was his father Alan Dohrmann a renowned curriculum 
developer who worked with the likes of Walt Disney and Napoleon Hill.  From his father’s life 
Dohrmann learned if you can dream it then you “can” do it!     

Biography

“Berny Dohrmann is a genius - and has the ability to take very complex subjects 
and make it very simple for anyone to understand. I've heard him speak for 
decades on Cooperation -- and I know this book will be fantastic. Pass the 
word. This world needs cooperation!“ ~Dame DC Cordova - CEO Excellerated 
Business School® for Entrepreneurs!

What People Are Saying...

« Business Development
« Entrepreneurship
« Attracting Investment

Focus Areas

“Cooperative Captialism: Strategies to 
unlock and thrive int he new economy”

“Harnessing the Intrapreneurship 
Mindset”

“Capital Acceleration 101”

Core Topics

Bring in one of the top business development experts in the world!


